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SUMMARY 
This report contains proposed changes to the budget framework that was approved by 
Council on 1 March 2018 and in accordance with the Constitution, Council approval is 
required to amend the framework.
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RECOMMENDATION

Council is asked to:

1. Approve the allocation of the projected business rate financial growth as set out at 
paragraph 2.4.

2. Approve the changes to earmarked reserves as set out at paragraph 2.7
3. Approve that the utilisation of the Invest to Save reserve be delegated to the 

Cabinet member for Finance in consultation with the Council’s s151 officer.
4. Approve that the utilisation of the property maintenance reserve and the ICT 

reserve be delegated to the Cabinet member for Business Transformation and 
Commissioning in consultation with the Council’s s151 officer.

5. Approve the budget change for the cinema development complex from £5.4m to 
£6.280m to include the fit out changes necessary for the Technology and 
Innovation Centre. 

6. Approve the Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership funding offer of 
£2m subject to agreement of the funding conditions to be delegated to the Cabinet 
Member for Communities, Health, Wellbeing and Skills.

1. BACKGROUND TO REPORT

1.1 This report contains details of proposed changes to the funding levels the 
Council is forecast to receive during the financial year arising from the strong 
financial performance of the Lincolnshire business rate pilot.  This is a one-off 
financial boost and Cabinet has carefully considered the utilisation of this 
additional funding and their allocation proposals are contained in the report.
The report also contains information with respect to changes to earmarked 
reserves and proposals for the utilisation of the invest to save, property 
maintenance and ICT reserves. 

2. FINANCIAL UPDATE

2018/19 100% Business Rates Pilot for Lincolnshire

2.1 Members will be aware that the Council is currently part of the Lincolnshire 
(including North East Lincolnshire) pilot area.  During the year careful 
monitoring and forecasting of the pilot has been undertaken by specialist 
financial advisors working alongside technical officers from each participating 
authority.

2.2 The current projection of performance for each authority as at quarter 2 is 
shown as:

Lincolnshire Pool Projected Business Rate 
Income above baseline

£’000
Lincolnshire Pilot Gain 34,574
South Kesteven 2,291
Total 36,865



2.3 It can be seen that based on current projections the additional growth for South 
Kesteven for 2018/19 is currently forecast to be £1.95m.  It is important to note 
that this is a forecast as at 30 September and could change during the rest of 
the year if there are significant changes, for example, High Street retail closures 
and/or business closures.

2.4 Should the Council receive a one-off financial gain of £1.95m as currently 
projected, it is for Council to decide how the additional funding should be 
utilised. Given the current forecast position on the general fund revenue budget 
it is recommended that the first call on the business rate gain is addressing the 
overspend. Based on the forecasting undertaken the overspend as at 31 March 
2019 is expected to be in the region of £681k.  It is anticipated that the forecast 
will change as the remainder of the year progresses.  Therefore, the proposed 
allocations may vary depending on the final outturn position but the following 
are the current proposals:

Detail £’000
Business Rates gain

Allocated to the following:

1,950

Balancing the 2018/19 revenue budget (681)
Funding of new Priority Growth Projects in 2018/19 (see 2.5 below) (260)
Funding of one off urgent items arising in 2018/19 (see 2.6 below) (149)
Creation of a Small Grants for Local Businesses scheme (50)
Formation of a Property maintenance reserve in order to fund 
emergency repairs that may arise during the course of the financial year

(110)

Balance remaining to be set aside in a specific reserve to finance future 
Growth/Regeneration projects 

(700)

The proposed allocation referred to above was considered by both the Growth 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 28 November 2018 and Cabinet on 20 
December 2018.

2.5 The following is a proposed allocation of funding to drive forward key priority 
projects themed within the headings:

Heading Proposed Allocation 
£’000

Leisure 80
Town Centres 63

Property Development 55
Business and Skills 62
Total 260

 



2.6 There are a number of emerging priority expenditure items that are proposed 
to be undertaken in this financial year.  These items are one-off in nature and 
are summarised below:

Heading Proposed 
Allocation 
£’000

Summary commentary

Broad Street Stamford 
building works

25 Emergency repairs to Council owned 
premises

Red Lion Square 
Stamford feasibility 
works

12 Feasibility study for works to Red 
Lion Square building repairs, 
internal refurbishment 

Asbestos Management 
remedial works

50 Ongoing compliance works in 
accordance with Asbestos 
Regulations 2012 

Closed churchyards 40 Responsive repairs to specific close 
churchyards

Cyber security risk 
remediation 

10 Review of the Council’s compliance 
arrangements in relation to 
Government Digital Services

Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

12 Feasibility exercise to consider the 
business case for the introduction of 
CIL

Total 149

Review of Earmarked Reserves

2.7 The opportunity has been taken to review the Council’s earmarked reserves as 
part of the preparatory works for the development of the 2019/20 budget 
proposals.  This review has focused on the discretionary reserves that are 
primarily used to fund specific projects and expenditure that are one-off in 
nature.  The objective of this review was to ensure that the funds are earmarked 
in line with priorities and to consolidate reserves if appropriate. These are 
summarised as:

Reserve 
Heading

Forecast 
balance as 
at 31 March 
2019

£’000

Movement 

£’000

Proposed 
new balance

£’000

Comments

Service 
improvement 
reserve

355 (355) 0 Consolidated 
into Invest to 
Save reserve 

Invest to Save 
reserve

645 355 1,000 Transferred 
from Service 
improvement 
reserve



Reserve 
Heading

Forecast 
balance as 
at 31 March 
2019

£’000

Movement 

£’000

Proposed 
new balance

£’000

Comments

Property 
Maintenance 
reserve

0 110 110 Allocation from 
business rate 
growth.  
Established to 
provide funds 
for works that re 
required to 
Council owned 
buildings for 
which there is 
not annual 
revenue 
budget.  

ICT reserve 120 200 320 Allocation from 
local priorities 
reserve

Regeneration 
reserve

0 1,200 1,200 £700k from 
business rate 
growth and 
£500k from 
Local Priorities 
Reserve. 

Property Maintenance reserve

2.8 The primary purpose of this reserve is to provide in-year funding to support 
unforeseen expenditure that may arise in respect of the Council’s asset portfolio 
that would have a detrimental impact on the asset if not treated.  It is 
recommended that the Cabinet member for Business Transformation and 
Commissioning approve any in-year expenditure in accordance with business 
need.

ICT reserve

2.9 The ICT reserve is included as part of the Council approved budget framework 
and is utilised to respond to fluctuations in business requirements, unforeseen 
costs and in year ICT investment opportunities that may arise.  The reserve can 
be utilised to ‘smooth out’ financial volatility and ease pressure during each 
financial year.  It is recommended that the Cabinet member for Business 
Transformation and Commissioning in consultation with the Council’s s151 
officer approve any in-year expenditure in accordance with business need.    



Regeneration Reserve

2.10 In order to provide the available financing for the acquisition of key strategic 
assets it is proposed to create a specific reserve for this purpose.  The Council 
will use a combination of both internal and external borrowing as required which 
will incur a MRP (minimum revenue provision) allocation and possible interest 
costs (where external borrowing is undertaken).  These costs will be charged 
directly to the reserve in order to avoid any budgetary pressure on the annual 
revenue budgets.  The recent approved purchase approved by Council on 27 
September will be financed from this reserve for the period the asset is held by 
the Council.   

Invest to Save Reserve

2.11 An invest to save reserve has been approved by Council and is included in the 
2018/19 budget framework.  The primary purpose of the reserve is to ‘pump 
prime’ initiatives for projects that clearly demonstrate within a business case 
that cashable savings could be realised following a one off injection of 
investment.  Examples of these initiatives include investment in modern 
equipment which then releases ongoing sustainable savings through cashable 
efficiencies.  However, in some scenario’s the investment can be relatively 
speculative as the cost incurred may be to investigate a potential cost saving 
opportunity.  Initiatives of this kind should also be encouraged where supported 
by a business proposal. 

In order to accelerate these proposals, it is important there is a mechanism in 
place that allows the resource to be release without unnecessary delay in order 
to achieve the savings as early as possible.  Therefore, it is recommended that 
delegation is given to the Cabinet Member for Finance in consultation with the 
Council’s s151 officer to consider and approve proposals for its use.  

3. AMENDMENTS TO THE 2018/19 BUDGET FRAMEWORK

Cinema Complex Development

3.1 The Council has been successful in its bid to The Greater Lincolnshire Local 
Enterprise Partnership (GLLEP) for £2m of funding towards the Cinema 
Complex Development, specifically the delivery of a new Technology and 
Innovation Centre in partnership with a higher education provider.  The centre 
will be located on the first floor of the new cinema development.  

3.2 The centre will provide a new approach in delivering higher education and 
further education courses to the local economy and wider geographical 
catchment area whilst helping to deliver the vision of creating a vibrant cultural 
quarter within Grantham to the benefit of the local economy.

3.3 It is usual practice that the award of such funding comes with conditions that 
must be adhered to and the current draft conditions are set out in Appendix B.   
At the present time the negotiations are nearing completion and it is requested 
that Council approve the increase in the budget from £5.4m to £6.280m and 



delegate the approval of the grant conditions to the Cabinet member for 
Communities, Health, Wellbeing and Skills.

3.4 The current draft funding conditions set out that the £2M funding is to be 
applied to the project as follows:

Contribution to cinema shell – being 
works already undertaken

£1.34M

Public Realm £0.1M
Capital fit out of the Technology and 
Innovation Centre

£0.56M

Total £2M

3.5 The £1.34M contribution to the cinema build and the £100K public realm 
funding will replace the Council’s existing funding commitment from the 
Capital Reserve for this amount.  

3.6 The development of the building as a Technology and Innovation Centre 
requires a change to the budget, to reflect the costs of fit out and there is also 
a requirement for one off revenue funding for the first year. 

3.7 There is also a need for additional Project Management resource to lead this 
project, at an estimated cost of £50k.

3.8 The overall impact is a reduction of £1.020m in the contribution required from 
Council reserves (£1.220m less £0.200m), as shown in the table below:

Existing budget 
(without LLEP funding)

Amended budget 
(with LLEP funding)

Change

£’000 £’000
Capital budget
2018/19 Cinema 
Complex

5,400 6,080 680

Financed by:
Capital Reserves (5,400) (4,180) 1,220
LLEP Funding (0) (1,900) (1,900)
Total (5,400) (6,080) 680

Revenue budget
Project Management 0 50 50
Fit out, set up and 
operating costs yr1

0 150 150

Financed by:
Local Priorities Reserve 0 (200) (200)

4. OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

4.1 Not applicable.



5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 There are no resource implications arising from this report.

6. RISK AND MITIGATION 

6.1 Risk has been considered as part of this report and any specific high risks are 
included in the table below:

Category Risk Action / Controls
Financial risk Specific parts of the financial 

commentary are based on forecasting 
information and will therefore be subject 
to review and potential amendments 
during the course of the remainder of the 
year.  Should the business rate 
forecasting change then the reserve 
allocation identified at section 2.4 will be 
reviewed 

The report contains information regarding 
a proposal to access LLEP funding.  The 
conditions attached to the grant are 
detailed at Appendix A

7. ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPACT ANALYSIS (EQUALITY, 
SAFEGUARDING etc.)

7.1 No impact analysis is required.

8. CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS

8.1 There are no crime and disorder implications arising as a result of this report.

9. COMMENTS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

9.1 These are included in the report

10. COMMENTS OF LEGAL AND DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

10.1 As part of good governance it is important members are kept updated in 
respect of the financial position of the Council expenditure during the course 
of the year.

11. COMMENTS OF OTHER RELEVANT SERVICES 

11.1 None



12. APPENDICES

12.1 Appendix A – General Fund Capital Programme and Reserves Statement

12.2 Appendix B – Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership (GLLEP) 
DRAFT funding requirements and risks

13. BACKGROUND PAPERS

13.1 Cabinet - 20 December 2018:
http://moderngov.southkesteven.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=164&MId
=3628&Ver=4


